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Behavioral hospital renovation
balances security, healing
Design of Rogers Memorial
Hospital in Brown Deer, Wis.,
on the leading edge of the
biophilia trend
By Sheila Nero /
Special to Healthcare Facilities Today

T

he interior renovation of Rogers Memorial
Hospital in Brown Deer, Wis., strategically
balances two critical needs — security and a

healing environment.
The nature-themed environment — featuring a living plant wall — coexists with safety measures, such as
behavioral care windows engineered to resist impact.
The renovation emphasizes biophilia, the practice
of adding calming green spaces to promote a patient’s

healing process.
The 50,000-square-foot, 56-bed facility offers inpatient acute care for children, adolescents and adults diagnosed with anxiety, depression, addiction and other
behavioral health needs.
The patients are stabilized for an average of 5-7 days
and then transitioned for further treatment at Rogers’
service providers or other outpatient programs.
Rogers acquired the hospital in September 2013; it
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had leased space there for a smaller day treatment
operation for almost a decade. The current renovation was completed for an April 2015 grand
opening.
Architect John Curran, ALA, senior vice president of TWP Architecture in Elm Grove, Wis., was
principal-in-charge of the $15 million project.
Curran described his first impression of the
Brown Deer facility as “prison-ish.” Now, he uses
the word “inviting.”
“We touched every wall in there. We’re trying
to create an environment where healing can take
place for the patients and that supports the staff’s
work. Whatever we can do architecturally to support that concept, we’ll do,” he said.
Curran, a Rogers board member for 21 years,
said biophilia is a national trend propelled by evidence-based design (EBD). He places Rogers on
the early part of the curve.
“The main biophilia elements in this renovation were the interior green living wall, the
increase in windows and the interior color selections and graphics,” he said.
The living plant wall in the lobby was a first for
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Curran and is the cascading focal point at the

ers-Brown Deer, said.

entry. The renovation increased the number of

“The theme of light and green is continued

windows by 10 percent, quadrupled the size of

from the lobby to the patient units. Their com-

some windows and added four 10x10-foot sky- mon areas have full wall windows, with plantlights, Curran said. While many institutions

ings intentionally placed to stop the eye with

have uniform, 90-degree lines, Rogers-Brown

a soothing, restorative scene. The patients see

Deer features gently curving shapes in ceilings

shrubbery and light. Every patient room has

and carpets that mirror natural environments,

a window three feet up from the floor,” said

in a palette of blues, greens and tans.

Roger Luhn, M.D., medical director for Rog-

“If you treat people like they’re in a prison,
they’ll act like it’s a prison,” Curran said. “If

Jim Kubicek

Roger Luhn, M.D.

ers-Brown Deer.
The hospital also features an art room,

you can create a soothing environment for

chapel, classroom, gym, laundry facility, din-

them, it helps everyone.”

ing area and meeting rooms. The outside grass

“A big part of trying to balance environ-

courtyards have decorative yet secure fences.

ment and patient care is how individuals are

Patients’ families are offered a gathering

treated when they come in the door. The main

area with booths and pendant lighting and a

foyer entrance is bathed in light and feels like

stylish family dining room.

“If you treat people like
they’re in a prison, they’ll
act like it’s a prison,” Curran

a big living room. It doesn’t speak of a high-

“We have the whole family coming here; it’s

said. “If you can create a

ly secured area when they walk in the door.

not just the patient. And we try to make it nice

soothing environment for

Patients are greeted by a receptionist and an

for the staff, too. It’s a stressful occupation and

admissions staff member. If you relate to them we want to make the staff comfortable,” Curearly on what they can expect when they get

ran said.

on a unit, that tends to set them at ease,” Jim

The decor — including the carpet and ceil-

Kubicek, vice president of operations at Rog-

ing curves — carries into the nursing stations

them, it helps everyone.”
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and support team spaces.

MOTIVATION FOR RENOVATION
The location of the hospital made it a strategic
expansion for Rogers, adding inpatient access
to behavioral health care in Brown Deer, northeast Milwaukee and the surrounding region.
“We found that the population needing mental
health care was short on patient beds in that area
at the time,” Rogers CFO Keith Degner said.
The 1980s structure was built to meet codes for
office buildings, so the renovation achieved new
code compliance. The building now meets hospital codes, including 8-foot hallways, even though
there is no surgical unit or laboratories as found in
medical hospitals, Curran said.
The Rogers-Brown Deer architectural design
choices received input from physicians and directors of nursing, a safety committee, and Terri
Schultz, Rogers vice president of patient care,
along with Rogers-Oconomowoc staff who experienced 2014 renovations at that location.
While about 80 percent of the exterior is unchanged, the interior renovation touched every
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visible element, from doors, flooring, lighting,
paint, interior decorating and furnishings to
hardware and bathroom fixtures.

there is no point of ligature.
• Coat hooks release after a certain amount
of weight is applied.

Curran said most of what’s behind the
walls, such as electrical, HVAC and plumbing,
is also new.

Serving both safety and natural lighting,
existing windows were updated with Wausau
Window and Wall Systems’ behavioral care

CHOICES FOR SAFETY

windows. Ensuring security, the interior acces-

Keith Degner

John Curran

“Functionally, it’s still a detention facility but sory windows are made to resist the shoulder
we’re masking the safe areas. That’s the chal-

impact of a 200-pound person moving at 25

lenge we have as architects, ” Curran said.

feet per second.

“Anti-ligature hardware looks cool now and
could be put in a hotel.”
Other safety choices in patient bedrooms
and bathrooms include:
• Showers and sinks operate with buttons
rather than faucets.
• Doors and hinges are built to withstand
slamming by patients.
• Cabinets have no doors and are bolted
onto walls.
• Drapes and shower curtains release from
Velcro on rods.
• Tops of bathroom doors are angled so

Curran said the behavioral care windows
can be replaced if needed within hours, avoiding upset to patients.
“If there is one area that needs to minimize
occupant disruption, it’s behavioral care.
These are 24/7 facilities. Minimizing occupant
disruption is part of the design of the windows,” Steve Fronek, vice president of technical services for Wausau, said.
Externally, security features include cameras that cover public parking lots and the entire
circumference of the building. In the patient
areas, motion detectors are activated and

Ensuring security, the interior
accessory windows are
made to resist the shoulder
impact of a 200-pound person
moving at 25 feet per second.
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create “an invisible curtain” when patients go

vendor arriving about every four weeks for 3-4

into their room at night. An alarm sounds and

hours to care for the timer, pump and other

a light goes on to alert staff if a patient leaves a

mechanicals, and pruning and replacement of

room, for instance. A nurse needs to check on

plants.

patients and deactivate any alarms.

While certified technicians need to test
the sprinkler system and HVAC system, Blehinger’s staff does daily, weekly, monthly and

Steve Fronek

FACILITY CARE

quarterly rounds to check building systems

To environmental services professionals,

such as water heaters and fire alarm panels,

bedrooms and bathrooms without protrud-

and handles minor repairs to walls and light

ing handles or knobs mean faster cleaning.

switches.

Rogers-Brown Deer Environmental Services Manager, Brent Blehinger, said it takes a
two-person team an average of 15 minutes to

LOOKING FORWARD

clean and sanitize the new patient rooms.

While facility follow-up is continuous,

Also, the one-story construction means that
interior and exterior window cleaning by the
staff is more manageable, Blehinger said.

theare will be an April review for any needed
adaptations, Curran said.
One change already made was a switch

Adopting a biophilia-based design also

from a keyed door to swipe card access in a

brings more plant care. The Rogers-Brown

popular consulting room, Kubicek said. n

Deer plant wall has outsourced care, with a

